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 Students’ performance can be assessed based on grading the answers written 

by the students during their examination. Currently, students are assessed 

manually by the teachers. This is a cumbersome task due to an increase in 
the student-teacher ratio. Moreover, due to coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 

pandemic, most of the educational institutions have adopted online teaching 

and assessment. To measure the learning ability of a student, we need to 

assess them. The current grading system works well for multiple choice 
questions, but there is no grading system for evaluating the essays. In this 

paper, we studied different machine learning and natural language 

processing techniques for automated essay scoring/grading (AES/G). Data 

imbalance is an issue which creates the problem in predicting the essay score 
due to uneven distribution of essay scores in the training data. We handled 

this issue using random over sampling technique which generates even 

distribution of essay scores. Also, we built a web application using flask and 

deployed the machine learning models. Subsequently, all the models have 

been evaluated using accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score. It is found 

that random forest algorithm outperformed the other algorithms with an 

accuracy of 97.67%, precision of 97.62%, recall of 97.67%, and F1-score of 

97.58%. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Automated essay scoring (AES) [1] is a specialized system used to assign scores to the essays 

written in the form of various computer programs. It works by extracting various special features such as 

word count, vocabulary, the density of error, paragraph structure, and length of sentences. It is mainly used 

for its validity and reliability which has now become a great attraction from schools, colleges, companies, 

and researchers. Evaluation and grading are considered to play crucial importance in English literature. 

Where AES was once considered a myth/impossible task/unattainable job is now being developed after many 

trials and errors and after many upgrades from previous versions are now induced into education systems. As 

of today, essays written by students from all over the place are graded by not only teachers or examiners but 

also machines. Currently, most of the AES systems are used for grading English essays in most of the 

European countries [2]. 

Many intellectuals argue that the nature of the essay grading leads to the mismatches in the scores 

given by human raters, which is a major injustice for many of the students. This may be eradicated if the 

proposed technique can be used to evaluate essays with a scope generated by the human rater. Such artificial 

intelligent systems attain relative productivity to AES by replicating the human intelligence and the behavior 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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of electronic systems to soften the burden of educators. The literature field exams which test the student’s 

capability and knowledge in the subject like test of English as a foreign language (TOEFL), international 

English language testing system (IELTS), and graduate record exam (GRE) are graded by both humans and 

machine learning based automated essay grading systems where both these grades are taken into 

consideration and the final score is the average for both. One of the main advantages of this machine is that it 

provides results with accuracy and precious feedback, using this system has shown a drastic change in the 

education institutes and also student’s careers. Very deliberate research of the previous models had helped us 

to get the idea of the already existing works which were based on artificial intelligence (AI), machine 

learning, and natural language processing (NLP). In this process, we also found some loopholes in the 

existing works which was the reason for the failure of the proposed systems. 

We generally look into organizations like schools, colleges in which English speaking, listening, and 

writing play a crucial role. In higher schooling, we also have to attempt English-based exams such as GRE, 

TOEFL, IELTS, and scholastic aptitude test (SAT), where literature and essays are evaluated with higher 

preference. The mandatory scope of testing all the skills is done by evaluating the essays they write which 

include various aspects like sentence formation, word usage, length of the essay, and it shows the student’s 

capability of English literature. This written work depends on the criteria of several students writing. A single 

teacher cannot correct all the essays of students written in an English test. If the number of students is more, 

then the correction time increases. In general, people get tired after doing the same work for a long time. In a 

few cases, the tiredness may cause loss of interest in correcting and may lead to a difference in marks 

obtained to actual marks which they would get. So, we can use the automated essay grading system which 

will evaluate the essays of any number of students. These systems are being adopted by different 

organizations to reduce the hectic workload from a teacher’s point of view. This will not only save the time 

for evaluation but also give accurate results. The output of the system will be quick such that it could 

evaluate many papers of essays and get trained. This system benefits both the student and the teacher as well.  

Grading an essay is always an issue. It requires more time and effort from teachers, professors, or 

graders. Grading can be especially distressing for them. Evaluating different student essays is reading 

different student’s minds. The main problem in grading essays is because teachers vary so much in the 

procedures or materials, they use for determining students’ essay grades. The teachers may grade students 

according to their perspective which may vary from one grade given by a teacher to others. The teachers 

benefit from a lot of time-consuming tasks such as correcting many scripts. So, this model helps in reducing 

their hectic work burden and also saves their work burden. Virtual learning is a concept to enlarge 

educational experiences and it is a productive method of learning technologies based on the Internet [3]. It 

also helps the students to study independently which means free from educational techniques and becomes an 

outstanding technology. Irrespective of the physical classroom appearance, students in virtual learning can 

interactively access more resources, so many of the educators prefer virtual learning which helps in 

enhancing skills and knowledge. In the English-speaking world, virtual learning environments (VLEs) have 

been adopted by all higher institutions. It is used in enhancing the computers and systems from both sides [4].  

Data imbalance is a major problem in many of the classification models. It is a scenario which shows 

the uneven distribution of class labels in the given input dataset. This may lead to biased models. In this paper, 

we detect the scores of essays to automate manual grading using machine learning models. Before training the 

model, data is balanced using random over sampling (ROS) approach [5]. ROS balances the dataset by 

increasing the number of minority class samples. It randomly duplicates the samples in minority classes. After 

training the models using various machine learning algorithms, the models have been evaluated and based on 

the more accurate model, we have implemented the flask deployment to find the essay scores. To the best of our 

knowledge, there is no study that provided a detailed comparison between the essay score prediction models 

considering both the balanced and unbalanced data. The current paper considers the essay grading as a 

classification task and classifies the essay as poor/average/good grade. 

In summary, the following are the contributions of the current research paper: i) explored various 

machine learning and natural language processing techniques for grading the essays, ii) handled the data 

imbalance problem using random over sampling technique, iii) compared the efficiency of five machine 

learning models in evaluating the essays, and iv) built a web application using flask and deployed the machine 

learning models.  

The remaining work is described in the following sections. Section 2 provides the existing works in 

AES systems. The proposed methodology is explained in section 3. The evaluation of the proposed work is 

described in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper. 

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The project essay grade (PEG) by Ajay [6] began the AES research in 1973. Shermis et al. [7] 

developed a modified version of the PEG and it focused on grammatical checking as well as the correlation 
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between human raters and the automated evaluation. Intelligent essay assessor (IEA) has been introduced in 

[8]. The authors evaluated the essays using latent semantic analysis to provide the essay score. E-rater [3], [9] 

is an essay evaluation system that makes use of natural language processing. It not only focused on content of 

the essay but also style of the essay. Bayesian essay test scoring system [10] use Bayesian approach for 

scoring the essays. In the early period, the grading was based on the structure and usage of vocabulary in the 

essays. They assigned weights to each word. For example, words like “Conclusion”, “summary” will have 

more weightage and the weight for the word “the” will be 0. The feature sets include measures of 

organization, vocabulary usage, style, development, and the word length is also considered [11]. Further, the 

use of natural language inference (NLI) and discourse marker prediction (DM) came into the picture and then 

NLP tasks were performed [12] in grading the essays. AES is an educational application that is based on the 

criteria of online evaluation of the essays. It is developed based on two mechanisms: i) critical analysis kit 

which detects the errors in the usage of grammar not related elements in essay and not desired style of 

elements and ii) evaluation-rater which rates the essays of the students provided. Both of these methods help 

students to know their line of memory and writing skills and help to improve their vocabulary [13]. 

An AES system in detail appears in the Wang and Brown in [14]. Ellis Page is the one who 

proposed the first AES system in 1960. Most of the AES systems depend on training and data testing for 

grading essays. Basically, essays are of three types: i) argumentation essays, ii) source rely upon essays, and 

iii) narration essays. The five attributes that are possibly required for writing an essay are content, choices of 

words, word fluency, organization, conventions. Essays are the most favorable measure of the students 

nowadays because they assess one’s knowledge and their writing skills and vocabulary. However, AES 

systems generate meaningful essay scores and also generate possible measures beyond the human rating [3]. 

Many studies were conducted regarding the AES systems generated several high rates between human rating 

and AES systems. Latent semantic analysis is also used along with the several machine learning techniques 

in developing which is the usage of words that allows comparison between the text information, it processes 

machine language and transforms the words in essay to statistical language [15]. Bayesian approach is also 

one of the methods in AES which is related to the classification of the text [16], [17] and calibrating features. 

Larkey [18] proposed text category technique in which several regression techniques are used having several 

combinational components. Features that indicate the quality of essays are lexical, syntactic, grammar, and 

content features. Pre-defined features which are taken into consideration for evaluating essays are errors in 

grammar, errors in word usage, errors in styles, non-related contents, similar vocabulary, the average length 

of words, and the total number of words [19]. Any kind of the AES systems associated firstly check the 

language/vocabulary related features and secondly generate the scoring of the essays based on the firstly 

checked processes [20]. 

Back in 2008 [21], Williams was well known for his experience in building an AEG system. By this 

system, teachers can grade essays with less effort and more efficiency and which indeed saves a lot of time 

and energy, further to his build, Nash built an addition to this system called automatic essay writer which 

generates written essay but the question is if the students use an automatic essay writer and generate an essay 

then in this situation it does not show their true potential thoughts and capacity. AES system depends on 

many factors like quality of grammar, punctuation, well-formed sentences, and structure formation of words. 

The AES is skilled by AI and machine learning and historically this system has been trained by exams like 

GRE, common admission test (CAT), and graduate management admission test (GMAT). AES’s main scope 

is to grade essays automatically without the involvement of human effort. In 2008, a Spearman correlation 

research design was done by Wang and Brown [14] using data analysis. The data were analyzed using 

Spearman rank correlation coefficient tests. The data analysis revealed that there was no statistically 

significant relationship among the overall holistic scores awarded by the AES tool and the scores awarded by 

faculty human raters. The scores awarded by two teams of human raters, on the other hand, had a strong 

correlation. Item response theory (IRT) based essay scoring has been recently introduced in [22]. This model 

tries to reduce the effect of rater biases on the performance of essay scoring system. A framework for 

correcting multiple-choice questions (MCQs), Essay questions and equations has been introduced in [23]. It 

also presented a similarity checking algorithm for equations. The advantages and disadvantages of automatic 

scoring and feedback is systematically reviewed in [24]. 

Burrows et al. [19] have done the literature on AES systems from six perspectives: dataset, NLP 

approaches, model creation, grading models, evaluation, and model effectiveness. Hussein et al. [25] looked 

at two types of AES systems: handcrafted features for AES systems and neural networks approaches [26], 

[27]. They mentioned a few issues but did not go into detail about feature extraction techniques or AES 

model performance. A framework for implementing automated scoring was proposed by Williamson [28]. 

This paper lays out a framework for evaluating and implementing automated scoring for high-stakes 

assessments, with a focus on the standards and methods employed by educational testing service for their  

e-rater. It offers some insight into the present status of essay evaluation, with a focus on commercially 
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available AES systems. Ikram and Castle [29] suggested a machine learning strategy based on semantic 

analysis. An in-depth analysis of AES systems for the past 50 years has been provided in [30]. The authors 

identified and classified all critical features that must be taken from essays. However, no comparative 

analysis of all work was presented, and no challenges were explored. 

 

 

3. METHOD 

This section presents the proposed algorithm for grading the essays. The proposed methodology is 

composed of six steps, namely, data preprocessing, feature extraction, data balancing, building the predictive 

model, evaluating the model, and deploying the model. The overall workflow of the process is presented in 

Figure 1. Data is initially preprocessed. To facilitate the feature extraction, count vectorization has been 

applied. After that, we check whether the data is balanced or not. In order to balance the data, random over 

sampling approach is applied. Later, the data is split into training and test set. Subsequently, the machine 

learning models have been trained. After training each model, the performance has been tested and the model 

with high performance is deployed using Flask framework. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Working of the proposed model 
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3.1.  Data collection 

The training data sets consist of eight different essay sets retrieved from Kaggle [31]. Each of these 

sets was generated from a single prompt. The essays are about an average of 150-600 words per essay. All 

the essays are written by students studying different levels ranging from primary to secondary school. All the 

essays were hand graded and were double scored by 2 raters. Each of the data sets adds its own unique 

features to the essay. The chosen essays were ranging from different levels of complexity to test the 

capabilities of the essay grades. 

 

3.2.  Data preprocessing 

Before building a score prediction model, we perform text preprocessing which includes removal of 

white spaces, converting the uppercase words to lowercase, removal of punctuation marks, tokenization, 

removing the stop words and stemming. Tokenization refers to dividing each sentence into words. The 

common words which do not have any importance in distinguishing two essays are called stopwords. The 

process of converting each word into its root form is called stemming. All the above preprocessing steps have 

been performed using the NLP library, namely, natural language toolkit (NLTK). 

 

3.3.  Feature extraction 

Once the data has been cleaned and tokenized, extracting the features from the clean data is critical 

because the machine does not understand the words but can understand only numbers. Count vectorization 

aids in the mapping of words to a vector of real numbers, which aids in prediction. This helps in the 

extraction of key features. The result of count vectorization is a vector whose dimensionality is equal to the 

size of the vocabulary. A count 1 will be included in the dimension initially, and the count will be 

incremented by 1 whenever the word is encountered again. The following Pseudocode is used to do count 

vectorization. 
- from sklearn.feature_extraction.text import CountVectorizer 

- import pandas as pd 

- vectorizer=CountVectorizer() 

- data=pd.read_csv('data.csv') 

- vectorizer.fit(data) 

- print(vectorizer.vocabulary_) 

- v0=vectorizer.transform(data) 

- print(v0.toarray()) 

 

3.4.  Data balancing 

The dataset considered in the proposed paper is not balanced. This is because the number of 

instances in the training dataset for each score is not balanced. This can be illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 2(a) 

shows the Piechart of the essay score, Figure 2(b) shows the Piechart for the balanced data and Figure 2(c) 

represents the distribution of essay score against the density distribution. For example, among 12,978 

instances of training dataset, 13.38% of the essays have the score 1, 18.84% of the essays have the score 2. 

Similarly, 21.61% of essays have the score 3 and so on. It is also observed that, we have only one essay with 

the highest score i.e., 60. This kind of imbalanced dataset will lead to poor predictive performance. Hence, in 

the proposed methodology, the dataset was balanced using RandomOver_Sampling with the Imblearn 

package in Python. In a balanced dataset, each output class denotes the same number of input samples. 

RandomOver_Sampling with Imblearn technique in Python balances the dataset by generating the new 

instances such that all the scores were distributed equally [32]. The balanced dataset after applying the 

above-mentioned technique is illustrated in Figure 2(b). It is observed that each score has 1.89% of 

distribution and the number of instances is increased to 1,49,990. So, this balanced dataset helps in finding 

out the correct accuracy and effective functioning of the model. 

 

3.5.  Random forest and decision tree 

Random forest (RF) regression is a supervised learning approach that constructs a decision tree (DT) 

ensemble to perform regression or classification. The training data is divided into random subsets, and each 

subset is used to build a DT. In a DT regression, data is separated at each node according to a criterion until a 

continuous score can be predicted. In order to create a forecast, the RF regression model takes the mean of all 

the decision trees’ essay score projections. The data is split according to a condition at each node in DT 

classification, changing the chances of distinct score classes occurring. The score class with the highest score 

is traversed through the tree. 

 

3.6.  Support vector machine 

 Support vector machine (SVM) works by mapping all of the essays in an n-dimensional space as a 

point or vector according to their attributes, then selecting a hyperplane to fit the data and do regression or 
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categorization. The hyperplane is used to separate the essay vectors in support vector classification into 

different score categories. The best hyperplane is created by maximizing the distance between multiple types 

of data points. The model will result in by plotting an essay vector on the same plane and determining the 

score class it belongs to. The hyperplane is used as a line of greatest fit in support vector regression. 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

  

 
(c) 

 

Figure 2. Visualization of input data (a) before balancing, (b) after balancing, and (c) density distribution 

 

 

3.7.  K-Nearest neighbor  

The foundation of k-nearest neighbor (KNN is that a document can be categorized by linking it to 

other documents using a distance/similarity function. In its most basic version, the intuition behind this 

strategy is as: given a document d (unclassified) and two documents (c1 and c2) that are classified as A and 

B. If d is closer to c1 than c2, it is more likely to belong to class A, according to the distance function. The 

unclassified document will be allocated to the most common class among its k nearest neighbors in KNN 

classification. 

 

3.8.  Logistic regression  

Logistic regression (LR) is used to build machine learning models and it is a supervised learning 

technique. It is used to describe the connection between one dependent variable and one or more independent 

variables. The concept of utilizing a logistic function inspired the term “logistic regression”. The logistic 

function is also known as the sigmoid function. A basic S-shaped curve that turns input into a value between 

0 and 1 is the logistic function. A logistic regression model can be used only if the outcome is binary. 

Multinomial logistic regression can predict a dependent variable based on many independent variables. The 

independent variables might be either a binary variable or continuous variable. It allows multiple categories 

for a dependent variable. It uses maximum likelihood estimation to find the probability of category 

membership, just like binary logistic regression. 
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3.9.  Flask deployment 

Flask is a software framework developed in 2010 in support of web-based applications. It allows the 

programmers to create the web applications using a single Python file and makes the life of a programmer 

easier and flexible. It provides certain tools and features to be used in developing the applications. It does not 

contain any data abstraction layer and form validation. Flask is called microframework, as its core 

functionality is simple and also extensible. New functionalities can be added using Flask extensions. 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1.  Experimental setup 

The hardware used is Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-8250U CPU @ 1.60 GHz 1.80 GHz, RAM-8GB. The 

proposed methodology is executed on Windows 10 and all the machine learning models are implemented in 

Python3. During the experiments, we initially tested all the five trained models on both the balanced and 

unbalanced data. This creates 10 models, among which 5 are built on balanced data and the other 5 are built 

on unbalanced data. The best model is selected based on the performance metrics such as accuracy, precision, 

recall and F1-score. In this paper, we compared five algorithms such as LR, RF, K-NN, SVM, and DT. After 

finding the best model, we deployed it using the essay grading web application which is built using Flask. As 

of now, we allowed only one essay to be answered and graded the score of the essay, this can be further 

extended to multiple questions and answers. 

 

4.2.  Model evaluation 

The trained classification models are evaluated using the performance measures such as accuracy, 

precision, recall, and F1 Score. The evaluation metrics of the five prediction models before and after 

balancing the data are given in Table 1 in terms of percentage. The value within the parenthesis is the 

accuracy obtained after balancing the data. From these tables, it is clear that there is a substantial increase in 

the performance of all the five models. Also, it is clear that the RF algorithm performs best with an accuracy 

of 97.67%, precision of 97.62%, recall of 97.67% and F1-score of 97.58% compared to the remaining 

algorithms. The test data consists of 49,497 essays, the predicted grades and their count by all the models is 

shown in Table 2. The random forest, support vector machine and K-NN algorithms predict 22,441 essays as 

poor grade, 22,478 essays as average grade and 4,578 essays as good grade. LR predicts 22,439 essays as 

poor, 22,480 as average, and 4,578 as good grades. Similarly, DT predicts 22,434 as poor, 22,485 as average, 

and 4,578 as good grades. Table 3 shows few Essays and their predicted scores and grades using the web-

based essay evaluation system. The essay with less than 40% of the maximum marks is assigned a poor 

grade, the essay with less than 80% of the maximum marks is assigned average grade and more than 80% of 

the maximum marks is assigned good grade. 

 

 

Table 1. Evaluation metrics for unbalanced versus balanced data 
Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score 

Random Forest 47.18 (97.67) 41.84 (97.62) 47.18 (97.67) 41.56 (97.58) 

Logistic Regression 46.01 (96.89) 45.25 (96.83) 46.01 (96.89) 45.48 (96.85) 

Decision Tree 39.62 (97.01) 38.87 (96.84) 39.62 (97.01) 39.14 (96.9) 

Support Vector Machine 53.02 (96.06) 49.58 (96.11) 53.02 (96.06) 48.13 (96.02) 

K-NN 25.82 (93.7) 25.42 (93.89) 25.82 (93.7) 23.08 (93.83) 

 

 

Table 2. Predicted grades 
Algorithm Poor Average Good 

Random Forest 22,441 22,478 4,578 

Logistic Regression 22,439 22,480 4,578 

Decision Tree 22,434 22,485 4,578 

Support Vector Machine 22,441 22,478 4,578 

K-NN 22,441 22,478 4,578 

 

 

Table 3. Essays and Scores 
S. No. Essay Score Grade 

1 Bell ring shuffle snap crack 60 Good 

2 Laughter everywhere three doors 55 Good 

3 Bus flew around tight wound corner 49 Good 

4 Well image tell story time 26 Average 

5 Dear local newspaper 8 Poor 
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5. CONCLUSION 

This paper provides a detailed comparison between the essay score prediction models considering 

both the balanced and unbalanced data. To balance the data, we applied random over sampling technique 

from the Imblearn library. In the proposed model, we made feature extraction using count vectorization and 

fed these input feature vectors to the score prediction model. Also, a web-based essay scoring system has 

been introduced using Flask micro web framework. The proposed method has been applied on five machine 

learning models and observed that Random forest algorithm achieved highest performance than the other four 

algorithms. Currently, we allowed only one essay to be answered in the proposed web-based essay scoring 

system. This can be further extended to multiple questions. As a future work, we would like to create datasets 

of different domains and also work on various feature extraction techniques. We also plan to evaluate 

different ensemble techniques and stacking classifiers to improve the performance of essay grading system. 

Also, we will study the methods for providing the feedback to the students' response. 
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